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VERIFIED REBUTTAL TESTIMONY OF JOHN E. HASELDEN

Q1. Please state your name, employer and business address.1

A1. My name is John E. Haselden.  I am employed by Indianapolis Power & Light Company 2

(“IPL” or “Company”), One Monument Circle, Indianapolis, Indiana, 46204.  I am 3

Principal Engineer in the Regulatory Affairs Department.4

Q2. Are you the same John E. Haselden who prefiled Direct Testimony in this Cause on 5

May 2, 2011?6

A2. Yes.7

Q3. Please summarize your rebuttal testimony.8

A3. The revisions IPL proposed to Rate REP to ensure it achieved its original purpose are 9

simple. However, I do not want the reasons for those changes to get lost in the multitude 10

of theories, assumptions, axioms, opinions and misconstructions promulgated by the 11

Indiana Office of Utility Consumer Counselor (“OUCC”), Ecos Energy (“Ecos”), EDP 12

Renewables, LLC (“EDP”) and Indiana Distributed Energy Association (“IDEA”). The 13

primary reason for IPL’s changes is to protect the interests of IPL’s customers. From the 14

beginning, IPL has sought to offer Rate REP to its customers so that, if they are so 15

inclined, they can make investments in renewable energy that make financial sense.  My 16

testimony, therefore, starts by focusing on this original purpose of Rate REP.  I will 17

emphasize the language in the tariff that it is available for customers of IPL and note the 18

economic benefits to IPL’s service territory that Rate REP makes possible.  Surprisingly, 19

IPL finds itself alone in defending this opportunity for its customers that it voluntarily 20

proposed. IPL makes no profit from this endeavor and the easy route for IPL would have 21
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been to allow hundreds of acres of farmland be covered with a veneer of PV panels and 1

perhaps a few wind turbines while profits were shipped outside of Indiana to developers 2

and their contractors that have little to no connection with Indiana. 3

But it would have been the wrong thing to do.4

Allowing non-customer developers of stand-alone projects to reap windfall profits at the 5

expense of all IPL customers over the next decade is not in the interest of IPL’s 6

customers. Being among the first in any new endeavor, especially in a venture as 7

complicated as Rate REP, carries some risks and will require mid-course corrections. It is 8

not mismanagement, it is management.  From the hue and cry of a few interveners, one 9

would think there is something diabolical in what IPL has proposed. There is not. Rather, 10

many traditional IPL customers wish to participate in Rate REP and IPL chooses to 11

defend their ability to do so.12

I will also respond to the specific points raised by the OUCC and other Intervenors, 13

explaining why IPL opposes the modified tariff structures advocated by the OUCC and 14

IDEA and addressing other concerns and complaints about IPL’s actions.  Specifically, 15

my testimony is organized as follows:16

• The appropriateness of modifying Rate REP to ensure it is available to IPL 17
customers.18

• Excluding stand-alone developers ensures capacity under Rate REP for IPL 19
customers and promotes further economic development in IPL’s service territory.20

• IPL’s management of Rate REP has been focused on the original goal of 21
providing the opportunity for customer investment in renewable resources if they 22
so choose.  Consistent with this management, IPL proposed changes in October of 23
2010 intended to further this objective.24
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• Rate REP should not be modified to match the generic model of Feed-in-Tariff 1
presented by the other parties to this proceeding.2

• The reasons IPL opposes adoption of the recommendations made by the OUCC, 3
IDEA, EDP and Ecos.4

• IPL’s response to specific complaints about IPL’s actions with regard to Rate 5
REP.6

• IPL’s basis for counting energy purchased under Rate REP towards its demand 7
side management (“DSM”) energy savings targets. 8

Purpose of Rate REP9

Q4. The testimony submitted by the IDEA, OUCC and Ecos all oppose the revisions IPL 10

has proposed to Rate REP to ensure only actual IPL customers qualify for Rate 11

REP.  Do you agree the revisions to Rate REP should be rejected?12

A4. No.  IPL’s purpose in proposing Rate REP was to facilitate investment in renewable 13

resources for IPL’s customers who were so inclined.  This is clear from the language of 14

Rate REP, which states that it is available to “any Customer of Indianapolis Power & 15

Light Company.”  Rate REP was designed as an alternative to net metering that, unlike 16

net metering, would produce an actual cash flow to cover financing costs of the 17

renewable facility.  Petitioner’s Exhibit JEH-1, Cause No. 43623, p. 25.  Thus, Rate REP 18

was intended to encourage IPL customers to invest in renewable resources and thereby 19

help diversify IPL’s load.  Its purpose was not to generally attract renewable resources 20

without regard to customer involvement in the project.  21

Q5. Does Rate REP provide benefits for IPL customers?22

A5. Yes.  Based on my experience with Rate REP thus far, I see several benefits to customers 23

that elect to participate in Rate REP.  One obvious benefit is the payment stream to the 24

participating customer.  The prices in Rate REP are designed to cover the cost of the 25
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infrastructure and provide a return on investment.  This helps to keep money flowing into 1

operations located in Indianapolis that produce jobs long after construction of the 2

facilities is complete.  For example, the Indianapolis Airport Authority is proposing to 3

turn a vacant field into a PV array that will produce revenue that can be used to help 4

offset operating costs.  The City of Indianapolis is also considering installing panels on 5

some of its buildings to generate a revenue source that will supplement constrained tax 6

revenues.  Unlike developers, who are likely to create jobs only during the construction 7

phase, limiting Rate REP to customers ensures that any profit from the payments goes to 8

long-term employers in and around Indianapolis.  Furthermore, some IPL customers are 9

interested in using Rate REP to invest in renewable technologies that will help build the 10

image of their business as supportive of the environment.  11

Q6. Is there a definition of an IPL customer?  12

A6. Yes.  The term “Customer” is defined by IPL’s tariff as “Any person, corporation, 13

municipality or other government agency which has agreed, orally or otherwise, to pay 14

for electric service from the Company.”  IPL Tariff IURC No. E-16, Original No. 180.  15

Q7. Do stand-alone developers qualify as a customer?  16

A7. Not one of the intervener developers in this proceeding has requested to become an IPL 17

customer.  EDP did claim in its Petition to Intervene that it was a customer of IPL, but 18

not because of its proposed facility.  Furthermore, EDP does not meet the definition of a 19

customer under IPL’s tariff because, as it acknowledged in discovery, the landlord of its 20

offices is the actual IPL customer.  See Petitioner’s Exhibit JEH-R2.  However, IPL is 21

concerned that these stand-alone developers might try to become customers by installing 22
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a street light or some other piece of equipment to consume a small amount of electricity 1

so that it can technically be deemed a customer.  In my direct testimony, I contrasted this 2

with a traditional customer that has not interconnected solely to make sales to IPL.  The 3

stretch EDP has made in an attempt to characterize itself as an IPL customer 4

demonstrates that the last thing these developers focus on is purchasing electricity from 5

IPL.  Their primary focus is earning profits from selling power to IPL.6

IPL wants to foreclose developers from taking some small amount of electricity from IPL 7

to be considered customers to enable them to sell a much larger amount of electricity 8

back to IPL at the prices set forth in Rate REP.  That is the reason IPL has proposed 9

language requiring Rate REP beneficiaries to purchase as much electricity from IPL as it 10

intends to sell back under Rate REP.  This is designed to exclude developers desiring to 11

become customers of IPL solely to sell power under Rate REP.  If IPL wanted to solicit 12

development from non-customers, it would issue a request for a utility-scale proposal and 13

would likely obtain a more favorable price than what is available under Rate REP.  14

Q8. Is there a role for developers?15

A8. Absolutely. Federal tax incentives are a very large piece of the economics of these 16

projects. Many IPL customers do not have a tax position that allows them to use this 17

major funding source. Consequently, developers are in fact currently working with IPL 18

customers that wish to host such projects by facilitating complex arrangements with tax 19

investors to make the projects feasible. Developers can also bring technical expertise. The 20

project at the Indianapolis Airport is an example.21

Q9. The OUCC, IDEA and Ecos express concern that limiting Rate REP to customers 22
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will result in the rate being undersubscribed.  Is that a concern to IPL?1

A9. No.  In the first place, IPL’s objective was not to attract a certain quantity of renewable 2

generation.  IPL already has been very active in pursuing and promoting renewable 3

resources through wind purchase power agreements, its historic pursuit of demand side 4

management (“DSM”) and through other offerings like the Green Power Initiative.  The 5

objective was to remove barriers to customer investment in renewable projects which 6

would benefit both the customers and IPL.  Second, interest has been building among 7

customers as they come to understand Rate REP and the benefit it can provide to them.  It 8

is public knowledge that the Indianapolis Airport Authority has conducted a RFP and has 9

selected a vendor with which to negotiate a land lease and install a 10 MW solar PV 10

project on its property.  The City of Indianapolis has also recently issued a RFP for up to 11

1 MW of solar PV projects at city facilities. The Indianapolis Housing Authority has 12

reached finalization of an interconnection agreement with IPL to install solar PV systems 13

at an apartment complex.  A Rate REP agreement will soon be finalized and submitted to 14

the Commission for approval.  Other examples of IPL customer-sited projects that are 15

public knowledge or who have consented to IPL disclosing their interest in Rate REP 16

include: Rolls Royce, Monarch Beverage and Energy Solutions by JMS.  IPL has either 17

received interconnection applications for these projects or they are in advanced planning 18

and engineering stages.  Other customers, who have not consented to public release of 19

their identity, are also expressing interest in Rate REP.  20

Q10. If IPL’s request to reserve Rate REP for customers is rejected, what impact will this 21

have on these customer-oriented projects?22

A10. In accordance with the Commission-approved tariff, IPL has capped the amount of power 23
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it will purchase under Rate REP to limit the rate impact on its customers.  The OUCC has 1

endorsed the need for a limit.  Public’s BJB Exhibit No. 2, pp. 2-5.  If all of the developer 2

projects that have been proposed were built, the cap would be exhausted and there would 3

be no room remaining for customer projects.4

Q11. Does the tariff allow IPL to purchase in excess of 1% of its retail kWh sales from the 5

prior calendar year?6

A11. Rate REP states that IPL may limit total participation under Rate REP to 1% of the 7

Company’s retail electric kWh sales from the prior calendar year.  The purpose of this 8

cap is to prevent significant adverse rate impacts.  IPL proposed that the cap be 9

permissive because it is based on IPL’s previous year’s retail sales which will fluctuate 10

over time.  IPL did not want to be in a situation where it was in excess of a hard cap in a 11

particular year due to a reduction in retail sales.  Once the cap has been filled in a 12

particular year, it would be problematic for IPL to acquire additional energy under Rate 13

REP.  One problem would be determining a fair way to select which customer’s power in 14

excess of the cap would qualify once the cap is met.  IPL is also unwilling to risk 15

exceeding this cap due to concerns about the recoverability of the costs.  The OUCC 16

supports a cap to continue to mitigate the rate impact on IPL’s customers as a result of 17

this program.  Public’s BJB Exhibit No. 2, p. 11.18

Exclusion Of Stand-Alone Developers19

Q12. Is IPL seeking to renounce Rate REP?20

A12. No.  IPL is not seeking to renounce Rate REP.  If the relief sought by IPL is granted, Rate 21

REP would continue to be available to IPL customers.  IPL is simply proposing to add 22
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clarifications to Rate REP to ensure the rate is available for the benefit of IPL’s 1

customers such as the City of Indianapolis, the Indianapolis Airport Authority and other 2

customers rather than having all available capacity consumed by developers who want to 3

interconnect with IPL solely to make power sales that are recovered through retail rates.  4

Q13. IPL’s proposal to clarify Rate REP’s applicability only to customers has generated a 5

great deal of opposition in this proceeding.  Does that surprise you?6

A13. I am not surprised that several developers have intervened to oppose IPL’s policy of 7

reserving Rate REP for interested customers.  The 25 or so stand-alone projects proposed 8

between December 2010 and February 2011 had a number of common characteristics:9

1. Stand-alone projects not associated with any customer facility or 10
usage11

2. Ownership by unknown financial consortiums or entities.12

3. Typically located in remote agricultural sites.13

4. Low quality interconnection applications designed to secure a 14
place in a queue.15

5. Proposed by non-customer, out-of-state developers.16

It was apparent that these projects were purely intended to create large profits for the 17

developers in a short period of time.  18

Q14. Do the developers have a significant presence in Indiana?19

A14. No.  I expect the developers proposing photovoltaic projects to have few if any full time 20

employees in Indiana.  Ecos has acknowledged that the monitoring of these facilities 21

would be done remotely via phone, satellite or Internet connection.  Petitioner’s Exhibit 22

JEH-R3.  Mr. Melone indicated that he observes the solar array at his Martha’s Vineyard23
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home remotely at his Wall Street office via this technology.  Ecos has not even 1

determined who will actually own its proposed projects.  Petitioner’s Exhibit JEH-R4.  2

SEV has indicated it only has five principal employees and will be relying on contractors 3

to develop its facilities, none of which have an Indiana presence.  Petitioner’s Exhibits 4

JEH-R5.   5

Q15. Has the OUCC’s position surprised you?6

A15. Yes.  As the statutory representative of IPL’s customers, IPL is surprised that the OUCC 7

has adopted a position that is not in the best interests of IPL customers.  The OUCC 8

seems more interested in protecting the interests of these out-of-state developers than in 9

the retail customers it is statutorily authorized to represent.  10

Q16. Has the controversy changed IPL’s position on Rate REP?11

A16. No.  IPL continues to believe that Rate REP should be available to IPL customers, not 12

developers whose principle objective is to profit from arranging these investments.  I 13

acknowledge that it would certainly be easier on IPL to simply capitulate and allow the 14

out-of-state developers to consume all of the capacity IPL will acquire under Rate REP.  15

While IPL’s position is best for its customers, IPL gains nothing by its efforts to preserve 16

Rate REP for them.  However, IPL believes it is the right thing to do for its customers 17

and has incurred opportunity costs and legal fees to fight for its customers. 18

Q17. Mr. Baatz states that “by suspending the remaining applications to the program, 19

IPL is hindering intermediately sized renewable energy projects from becoming 20

financially viable.”  Public’s BJB Exhibit No. 2, p. 7.  Do you agree?21

A17. No.  By “suspending the remaining applications to the program” I assume that Mr. Baatz 22
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is referring to the block of large stand-alone non-Customer projects that IPL rejected.  If 1

IPL had taken no action, there would be no capacity to accept ANY other projects –2

large, medium, or small.   3

Q18. Isn’t it true that IPL talked with several developers early in the process and 4

encouraged their participation?5

A18. Yes.  6

Q19. When did communications with the developers commence?7

A19. I began talking with many of the developers in late 2009 and continue to do so.  Some of 8

these developers have refocused their efforts on customer-sited projects and have made 9

applications for interconnection for several significant projects. IDEA, Ecos and the 10

OUCC do not speak for them.11

Q20. Why did IPL wait until February of 2011 to propose changes to Rate REP that 12

clarified its availability exclusively to customers of IPL?13

A20. For the most part, I was told that the economics simply did not work for the developers 14

prior to December, 2010.  For example Ecos ceased working on development of projects 15

in September, 2010 as evidenced by the email I received from Tim Young on September 16

24, 2010.  See Petitioner’s Exhibit JEH-R6.  Nothing more was heard from Ecos until 17

after the tax law changed in December, 2010.  My interactions with other developers and 18

customers confirmed that this was true for others as well.  In recognition of this, IPL 19
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proposed extending the maximum term of a Rate REP contract from 10 to 15 years in 1

Cause 43960.2

However, when the federal incentives changed in December, 2010,1 these developers and 3

others exhibited renewed interest.  The flood of applications for stand-alone projects by 4

non-customer developers commenced and it was apparent that the purpose of offering 5

Rate REP was being subverted and the program would soon be fully subscribed by stand-6

alone developers.  It was then apparent that preserving the opportunity to participate in 7

Rate REP for “traditional” customers (customers who actually take and pay for electric 8

service from IPL as opposed to developers trying to game the concept) required IPL to 9

take action. 10

Q21. Are you concerned that stand-alone developers who invested in the Rate REP 11

process are now being excluded?12

A21. No.  I did initially talk with stand-alone developers.  I assumed that they would qualify as 13

customers by consuming some amount of electricity from IPL to operate the Facility.  14

Interest was small and Rate REP was proposed only for a three-year pilot basis so rather 15

than dispute whether these developers would constitute customers, I did not discourage 16

them from exploring options.  17

In December, 2010 and January 2011, IPL received so many proposals to sell power 18

  

1 The Federal incentives were modified by the Tax Relief, Unemployment Reauthorization and Job Creation Act of 
2010 which was signed into law on December 17, 2010.  
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under Rate REP from non-customers that their involvement would have eliminated the 1

opportunity for customers to participate.  Since IPL’s objective for Rate REP was to 2

enable customer investment in renewable resources for customers so inclined, this 3

development threatened to over-ride the entire purpose of Rate REP.  The overwhelming 4

response in the wake of the tax changes also caused IPL to question whether the prices in 5

Rate REP were appropriate for stand-alone developers in light of the then available tax 6

incentives.  7

Other information also caused IPL to doubt whether the developers qualified for Rate 8

REP or would reach a satisfactory agreement with IPL.  None of the developers ever 9

indicated that they intended to become customers.  I now doubt whether the solar 10

photovoltaic projects, in particular, would ever qualify as customers because I have 11

learned that these projects typically have battery and cellular systems that allow the 12

project to operate independently and do not require electric service from the grid.  Such a 13

Facility would not meet the definition of a Customer.14

Furthermore, there is no guarantee that IPL would have come to an agreement with these 15

entities or that the Commission would have approved the ensuing large batch of 16

contracts.  IPL and SEV discussed their contractual relationship and were unable to 17

mutually agree on the form of Rate REP agreement.  SEV indicated that the agreement 18

IPL proposed was not a fundable document.  Petitioner’s Exhibit JEH-R7.  In the case of 19

EDP, only preliminary wind studies have been performed.  Based on my review of the 20

wind maps, I have reservations that this project would have ultimately proved feasible.    21
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Management of Rate REP1

Q22. Do you agree with Mr. Keen that Rate REP lacks vision, organization or proper 2

management?  Public’s RLK Exhibit No. 1, p. 10.3

A22. No.  IPL is surprised and disappointed by Mr. Keen’s characterization.  First, IPL 4

demonstrated vision in proposing Rate REP which was the first tariff in Indiana (and an 5

early adoption nationwide) to provide for purchases of energy from customers investing 6

in renewable facilities.  Being an early mover brings with it the responsibility to evaluate 7

and learn from things that are not working, which IPL did by proposing to extend the 8

original ten year term to fifteen years in October of 2010.  IPL has also been highly 9

organized.  Faced with a large number of interconnection applications in a short period of 10

time, IPL quickly worked to develop an interconnection queue process.  I described the 11

process in my direct testimony and no party has offered any comment on the process 12

other than to agree.  I think this also demonstrates IPL’s proper management of the 13

process.  IPL is perplexed by the OUCC’s decision to accept the complaints raised by 14

stand-alone developers whose profit motivation has been impacted by IPL’s decision to 15

stick with its original intention and not to discuss this issue with IPL or its customers.  I 16

have been working with IPL customers interested in Rate REP and based on the good 17

terms of this relationship disagree that IPL’s Rate REP lacks vision, organization or 18

proper management.  19

Q23. OUCC Witness Brendon Baatz testifies that IPL has yet to meet goals outlined by 20

William Henley and you in presentations.  Public’s BHB Exhibit No. 2, p. 7.  Is IPL 21

concerned that Rate REP has yet to meet any of the goals and what impact limiting 22

Rate REP to customers will have on those goals?23
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A23. I believe Rate REP is meeting and will continue to meet IPL’s goals and those of its 1

customers.  The Interveners and OUCC obviously believe the sole purpose to Rate REP 2

was to promote renewable energy and diversification of IPL’s generating assets with 3

small scale renewable resources.  While IPL did note that this was a benefit and one 4

objective of the program, Rate REP was designed to remove barriers to investment in 5

renewable resources by IPL customers, not by developers who wish to set-up renewable 6

technologies and immediately resell them for a profit.  Mr. Baatz overlooks that both of 7

the IPL presentations he attaches to his testimony (OUCC Attachment BJB 2-3 and 2-4) 8

emphasizes the customer component.  The language of Rate REP expressly states that it 9

is available to IPL customers.  10

Q24. Do you agree that Commission intervention is needed at this point to realize the 11

original goals of this pilot program?  Public’s RLK Exhibit No. 1, p. 10.12

A24. Yes.  IPL has been seeking to make adjustments to Rate REP since October, 2010 to 13

make Rate REP an economical opportunity for customers to host or invest in renewable 14

energy projects.  IPL, however, does not support the changes recommended by the 15

OUCC, EDP, Ecos or IDEA.16

Q25. Did IPL set the contract prices in Rate REP at its avoided cost?17

A25. No.  I have presented to the OUCC the schedule IPL used to determine the rates in Rate 18

REP.  These rates were calculated solely to support the renewable energy projects—no 19

consideration for IPL’s avoided cost was made and no consideration was made of the 20

factors in 18 C.F.R. § 292.304.  21

Q26. Mr. Melone quotes from portions of your testimony submitted in Cause No. 43623 22
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and asserts that you focused on avoided costs throughout.  Direct Testimony of 1

Thomas Melone, pp. 15-16.  Do these portions of your testimony in Cause No. 43623 2

demonstrate Rate REP’s prices were based on IPL’s avoided cost?3

A26. No.  That testimony was focused on avoided costs used for evaluating demand side 4

management (“DSM”) programs IPL was also proposing as part of Cause No. 43623.  5

My analysis of avoided cost in Cause No. 43623 did not pertain to the Rate REP prices.6

Q27. Do you agree with Mr. Cotton that Rate REP’s offering prices are too low?7

A27. No. Mr. Cotton’s concerns are contradicted by the interest that the prices have generated. 8

The issue continues to be the need for a longer term of contract.9

Rate REP Should Not Be Modified10
To Match FITs From Other Jurisdictions11

Q28. Do you agree with Miss Arnold that the Commission should look to the European 12

Union as a model for a FIT in Indiana?13

A28. No.  Miss Arnold applauds the effort throughout Europe to subsidize renewable energy 14

resources, but fails to acknowledge that many European countries are having second 15

thoughts about the impact high subsidies are having on its ratepayers.  Spain and 16

Germany are both re-evaluating the price those countries pay to promote solar energy due 17

to the impact on utility ratepayers.  Petitioner’s Exhibit JEH-R8.  While the IDEA is 18

principally concerned with generating profits for its client developers, IPL is focusing on 19

the best interests of its customers who ultimately pay the subsidized rates.20

Q29. Do you agree Rate REP should incorporate the same concepts as FITs approved in 21

other jurisdictions in the United States?22

A29. The intervening developers are attempting to redefine the purpose of Rate REP to that of 23
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a public policy objective that includes the type of stand-alone projects they desire to 1

invest in.  IPL has repeatedly emphasized that its intention was to promote investment by 2

customers in renewable energy facilities at their facilities—not to attract stand-alone 3

developers.  In the original Cause 43623, IPL proposed Rate REP as a mechanism to 4

accomplish that goal.  The purpose of Rate REP was to give options and opportunities to 5

customers if they so choose.  The intervening developers and the OUCC want to judge 6

the “success” of Rate REP by how fast the limit can be subscribed – regardless of 7

whether the participants are customers.  IPL, by contrast, views success of Rate REP as 8

making available to customers (the kind that actually pay for IPL service) the opportunity 9

to economically invest in renewable energy or to provide the means for customers to 10

benefit by being host facilities for projects that in turn provide the means to reinvest in 11

their businesses and retain jobs.  Further, the state of the local economy has had an effect 12

on the program.  Customers are hesitant to invest significant dollars in long-term assets 13

like renewable energy projects when they have better investment opportunities in their 14

core businesses or just need the money to keep their doors open and meet payroll.  This is 15

a different criterion than the pure financial play represented by stand-alone project 16

developers.17

FITs in other jurisdictions have a different purpose.  As Mr. Snyder notes, “FIT programs 18

are primarily offered to help meet specific renewable energy (“RE”) portfolio standards 19

or goals.”  Public’s RLS Exhibit No. 4, p. 5.  Rate REP is not intended for that purpose 20

because Indiana has no RPS that IPL is trying to satisfy.  I also find it interesting that Mr. 21

Snyder acknowledges legislation was proposed in Indiana to implement a FIT in 2009 but 22

was not approved by the General Assembly.  Public’s RLS Exhibit No. 4, p. 3.  No 23
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subsequent legislation involving FITs has been introduced.  Petitioner’s Exhibit JEH-R9.  1

This is a clear indication to me that Indiana is not interested in a generic FIT of the type 2

that is available in other jurisdictions.3

Q30. On pages 15 through 19 of his testimony, Mr. Snyder discusses various definitions of 4

FIT and net metering schemes and concludes that he believes IPL is confusing FIT 5

programs with net metering.  Is IPL confused on this point?6

A30. No. Because IPL has proposed a limit on the amount of power IPL should purchase from 7

a qualifying project equal to the annual consumption of the host facility, he thinks there 8

are some net metering effects in play.  There are not.  IPL sets a separate meter to 9

measure the renewable energy output.  Under Rate REP, IPL purchases all of the output 10

of the project and the Customer continues to purchase all of their electrical requirements 11

from IPL. This is very clearly delineated in the Rate REP tariff under the section 12

PURCHASE AND SALE.  13

OUCC’s Revisions to Rate REP14

Q31. Beginning on page 10 of his testimony, Mr. Keen describes the OUCC FIT model. 15

Do you have any comments on the stated goals?16

A31. Yes. The “model” proposed by the OUCC and Mr. Keen is more of a restricted 17

experiment than a model.  The goals of this experiment are to gather information from 18

many “buckets” of projects “to provide a robust and dynamic comparative analysis of 19

performance and cost-benefit ratios” because “…it is imperative that the Commission and 20

the OUCC obtain sufficient and detailed metrics…”  Public’s RLK Exhibit No. 1, p. 16.  21

Mr. Keen also explains that, “[t]he model postulated by the OUCC would provide a solid 22
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baseline from which to grow a strong and flexible feed-in tariff program designed to 1

encourage renewable energy generators to invest in Indiana’s nascent clean energy 2

industry.”  Public’s RLK Exhibit No. 1, p. 17.  3

Q32. What are the “detailed metrics” to which Mr. Keen refers?4

A32. When asked this question in a data request, Mr. Keen offered the following explanation:5

It is not possible to answer this question in a vacuum.  The metrics would 6
be shaped by the underlying goals and objectives of the program.  The 7
metrics would also be impacted by continuing negotiations by the parties, 8
who can reflect on the type of information requested.9

10
Petitioner’s Exhibit JEH-R10.11

12
Q33. How do you interpret this response? 13

A33. The OUCC does not appear to have fully considered the program for which they propose 14

implementation.  This is the OUCC’s proposal, so it is surprising to see Mr. Keen stating 15

that the objectives and goals would be developed by negotiation.  It appears the OUCC’s 16

goal is to evaluate the business case for all manner of renewable projects, so presumably 17

metrics such as development costs, operation and maintenance expense and tax credits 18

would help evaluate what type of rate the OUCC would want to see adopted.19

Q34. Is it likely that the OUCC’s proposal will attain its goals if implemented?20

A34. No.  The proposal has fundamental problems.  The chief problem is that developers and 21

customers are unlikely to report confidential and competitively sensitive information 22

concerning costs, technologies, timelines, financial structures or project performance to 23

anyone and certainly not to IPL, the OUCC or the Commission only to have that 24

information used against them at a later date.  This alone fundamentally defeats the 25
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means to the OUCC’s goal of studying metrics.  Second, the size of the pilot is too big 1

and the “buckets” encompass project sizes that are all large.  For example, a “small solar” 2

project may be as large as 5 MW.  Similarly, “small wind” projects may be as large as 2.5 3

MW and “large wind” may be as large as 30 MW.  These are utility-scale projects, not a 4

representative sample of what IPL Customers might employ. Third, the OUCC proposes 5

a 100 MW pilot program upon which to grow.  As noted by OUCC Witness Baatz (page 6

4, lines 5-12), much more production produces unacceptable rate impacts.  After such a 7

“pilot,” there is simply no room to ‘grow a strong and flexible feed-in tariff program.’8

Q35. Mr. Keen states that the proposed “buckets” should be flexible and should “provide 9

a robust and dynamic comparative analysis of performance and cost-benefit ratios.”  10

Public’s RLK Exhibit No. 1, p. 16.  What type of data would need to be collected to 11

perform the analysis?12

A35. When asked this question in a data request, Mr. Keen responded:13

As the model transforms into an operational concept, those metrics would be 14
discussed and developed with input from all participating parties, including the 15
IURC, to determine specific data points necessary for the IURC to accomplish its 16
mission, for the utility to actively engage with all parties, and for the OUCC to 17
determine the benefit to consumers, including a cost-benefit analysis.18

Petitioner’s Exhibit JEH-R11.  Apparently, Mr. Keen does not know and vaguely infers 19

that it be left up to a stakeholder process of some sort.  He refers to data needed for the 20

“…IURC to accomplish its mission” and “…for the OUCC to determine the benefit to 21

customers, including cost-benefit analysis.” I do not know what mission he has in mind 22

for the Commission to complete, but the reference to cost-benefit analysis implies that 23

project cost data will be required by the OUCC.  As stated earlier, given the 24
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competitively sensitive nature of such information, I doubt developers would agree to 1

provide this information.  If started, such a stakeholder process would likely take a very 2

long time in view of the wide ranging and conflicting opinions of those interested in this 3

issue.4

Q36. Does IPL support the OUCC’s proposed generic FIT tariff?5

A36. No.  As stated earlier, what the OUCC has proposed is not fully thought-out and is ill-6

defined.  The terms of their proposed generic tariff are not focused on customers but on 7

promulgating their vision for a FIT.  IPL has proposed changes that are working and 8

wishes to move ahead without delay.9

Q37. What impact would adoption of this generic model have on the developers and 10

customers that have expressed an interest in Rate REP?11

A37. First, there would be a long delay while this proposal was sorted-out.  I expect that 12

among the developers still interested in moving forward, there would likely be much 13

litigation over who is at the head of the line and gets to fill-up their preferred “bucket” 14

first.  Regardless, there may be too many stand-alone projects already proposed by non-15

customers to allow capacity for any subsequently planned customer-hosted projects like 16

the proposed Airport or City of Indianapolis projects.17

Q38. The OUCC recommends a project queue.  Does IPL already have a project queue?18

A38. Yes.  I set forth IPL’s project queue in my direct testimony and no party has suggested 19

changes to IPL’s written policy.  20

Q39. Does IPL desire to prepare a dashboard for the interconnection queue process?21

A39. No.  The costs of such a dashboard would be significant and not warranted for the 22
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relatively small nature of this project.  The OUCC proposes to cap participation limiting 1

the future usefulness of any such dashboard.  This interconnection process is not like the 2

process used for regional transmission organizations (“RTO”) where parties are expected 3

to want to interconnect as long as the RTO exists. 4

Q40. Is IPL willing to modify Rate REP to include all technologies “approved by the 5

State of Indiana as ‘clean’ or ‘renewable’” as recommended by Mr. Keen?  Public’s 6

RLK Exhibit No. 1, p. 29.7

A40. No.  The OUCC’s recommendation is problematic.  IPL asked the OUCC in discovery to 8

explain what it meant and the OUCC responded by referencing Ind. Code § 8-1-37-4, 9

which includes a broad array of clean energy including nuclear and newly constructed 10

natural gas facilities.  IPL does not believe it is appropriate to expand Rate REP to cover 11

all of the enumerated items in the statutes cited by the OUCC.  Petitioner’s Exhibit JEH-12

R14.  13

Q41. Mr. Baatz recommends that the limitation on capacity purchased under Rate REP 14

be changed to 100 MW of nameplate capacity.  Public’s BJB Exhibit No. 2, pp. 11-15

12.  Do you agree with this recommendation? 16

A41. No.  IPL considered this when Rate REP was first proposed and while seemingly simple, 17

this approach has a number of problems.  Renewable energy projects, especially solar PV 18

and small wind, represent their nameplate capacity in terms of Watts DC.  That is, before 19

the power is delivered into the inverter and converted to AC current with certain losses.  20

Inverters can have varying efficiencies/losses so nameplate is not always precisely known 21

nor is it an accurate assessment of what IPL is purchasing.  Also, different technologies 22
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have different capacity factors that significantly vary the amount of energy output per kW 1

of nameplate capacity. Mr. Baatz has assumed a mix that yields a capacity factor of 2

approximately 17.5%.  A biomass project could have an output of 5 times that amount 3

per kW of nameplate capacity and could push the kWh of the portfolio far beyond the 4

153,000 MWh estimate by Mr. Baatz with corresponding rate impacts.  IPL would be 5

agreeable to accepting a firm MWh limit such as 153,000 MWh/year instead of the 6

moving figure of 1% of retail sales per year provided there is sufficient ability to exceed 7

the cap due to sales and production fluctuations described earlier.8

Q42. Mr. Baatz also suggests extending the contract term to 20 years and adjusting the 9

payment rates accordingly.  Public’s BJB Exhibit No. 2, pp. 9-11.  10

A42. This is a consideration that should be investigated when IPL submits its filing to the 11

Commission 9 months prior to the end of Rate REPs three-year term to recommend 12

whether the Rate REP should be extended, modified or terminated (anticipated to occur 13

in or around June, 2012).  These issues can be more fully evaluated following the 14

conclusion of the three year pilot. 15

Q43. Do you agree with OUCC Witness Gruca that Rate REP’s rates need to be 16

recalculated if the contract term is extended to 15 or 20 years?  Public’s SRG 17

Exhibit No. 3, pp. 17-18.18

A43. In my opinion, the changes IPL proposed to Rate REP, having set not-to exceed rates in 19

conjunction with a maximum 15-year term, will work.  IPL is also proposing to eliminate 20

the 2% escalation of rates, so the extension to 15 years is necessary to off-set the loss of 21

this escalation.  If the term is extended to 20 years, then I agree that the maximum rates 22
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should be re-evaluated.   1

Q44. Mr. Snyder opposes IPL’s revision to clarify that the renewable energy facility must 2

be a qualifying facility or otherwise authorized by Federal law to make wholesale 3

power sales.  Public’s RLS Exhibit No. 4, p. 10.  Do you agree with omitting this 4

proposed language?5

A44. No.  IPL has found that many parties interested in Rate REP have not considered the 6

implications of their wholesale sales of electricity, which are subject to the jurisdiction of 7

the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”).  IPL is proposing to add this 8

language to ensure its customers consider the federal regulatory implications of Rate REP 9

sales.  Elimination of this language will not eliminate FERC’s jurisdiction over these 10

entities.  Mr. Snyder refers to page 28 of Ron Keen’s testimony as support for this 11

proposal, but Mr. Keen’s testimony does not support this proposal.  This language should 12

be left in to ensure customers are aware of the implications of participation in Rate REP.13

IDEA Rate REP Revisions14

Q45. Miss Arnold and Mr. Cotton recommend a number of revisions to IPL’s Rate REP.  15

Do you have any general response to the revisions they recommend?16

A45. Yes.  The IDEA has decided to utilize this proceeding, to completely re-write the 17

provisions to benefit their constituents without regard to the rate impact to IPL’s other 18

customers.  While IPL believes that its customers benefit from diversification of supply, 19

the provisions requested by IDEA are intended to improve the profits of their members 20

who market distributed energy products.  IPL also opposes the complexity that would 21

result from many of the proposals made by the IDEA.  IPL does not want to assume 22
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responsibility for auditing the various entities with which it is purchasing power to ensure 1

they qualify for the various rates Mr. Cotton proposes or to contend with aggregating 2

residential customers’ investments.  IPL cannot be compelled to purchase energy from 3

these entities on the terms proposed by the IDEA.  4

Q46. Miss Arnold also asserts that IPL’s suggestion that Rate REP projects might serve 5

as net metering resources for their host facilities is not realistic or practical.  IDEA 6

Exhibit LAA-001, p. 4.  Do you agree?7

A46. No.  It is true that in later years, qualifying projects could serve as net metering resources 8

for customers.  This is definitely a true statement and reasonable alternative for projects 9

up to 1 MW in size after their Rate REP contract expires.  For larger projects, if 10

connected properly, a customer could offset their load and sell any overproduction to IPL 11

via its Rate CGS.  Retail rates for energy at this magnitude are not very different from 12

Rate CGS.  For example, the current Rate CGS price is 2.78 cents per kWh and $7.19/kW 13

per month.  A customer on Rate PL incurs charges of 4.37 cents per kWh and $11.28 per 14

net kW per month.  Depending on the renewable technology, the customer might also 15

reduce their demand charges as they offset their energy load. Extension of the contract 16

term to 15 years is also intended to help alleviate this concern by lengthening the 17

payment under Rate REP.  18

Ironically, should IPL’s proposal that Rate REP be limited to Customers and that the 19

output from the renewable energy facility not exceed the consumption of the host facility 20

is denied, as recommended by Miss Arnold (IDEA Exhibit LAA-001, p. 9), then Miss 21

Arnold’s recommendation would become moot in that very nearly all of the available 22
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capacity under Rate REP would be consumed by stand-alone non-Customer projects such 1

as those proposed by SEV, Ecos and EDP.2

Q47. Is IPL tying net metering to Rate REP as asserted by Miss Arnold?  IDEA Exhibit 3

LAA-001, p. 4.4

A47. No. As stated previously, it could be an option but not the only option. Miss Arnold’s 5

statement likely stems from her lack of knowledge of IPL’s rates and an assumption that 6

those rates are hugely different than its retail energy rates.  Miss Arnold goes on to 7

describe the mixture of net metering and the feed-in tariff NIPSCO offers as some sort of 8

solution but fails to note the same end effects apply.  After Northern Indiana Public 9

Service Company’s (“NIPSCO”) feed-in tariff contract expires, the project is still faced 10

with the same decisions as an IPL Rate REP customer concerning how to best be 11

compensated for the output from their project for the remaining life of the project. 12

Q48. Miss Arnold summarizes the 2010 Net Metering Reports of the five investor-owned 13

utilities in Indiana and contends that IPL lags others Indiana utilities.  IDEA 14

Exhibit LAA-001, pp. 6-7.  Do you agree with her comments?15

A48. I agree that while IPL has been aggressive in net metering, the number of customers 16

embracing net metering has been limited.  Miss Arnold states that “Even though since 17

March 30, 2010, IPL had the most expansive net metering tariff,…IPL still had the least 18

number of net metering customers and the lowest kW’s of net metering capacity.” IDEA 19

Exhibit LAA-001, p. 7.  Comparing the number of customers participating in net 20

metering among utilities is not conclusive because the utilities all have different service 21

territories and different number of customers.  Moreover, I interpret this data as I did in 22
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Cause 43623, that net metering is an ineffective means to provide economic incentives to 1

renewable energy projects. This is the reason IPL proposed Rate REP in the first place. 2

Q49. Does IPL’s 2010 Net Metering Report and the two Rate REP projects Miss Arnold 3

cites give the complete picture of renewable energy projects in IPL’s service 4

territory?5

A49. No. Miss Arnold would give the impression that, for example, there are no wind projects 6

in Indianapolis.  IPL knows this to not be true.  There are many.  Similarly, there are 7

many other solar PV and renewable energy installations in the Indianapolis area that 8

simply do not net meter because their output is always less than their host facility 9

consumption.  The projects reported in the Net Metering Reports are a small subset of the 10

total installations that exist.  11

Q50. Do you agree with Miss Arnold’s recommendation that the minimum size for Rate 12

REP should be reduced by 5 kW?  IDEA Exhibit LAA-001, p. 10.13

A50. No.  IPL has DSM programs that provide cash incentives for such small scale projects 14

and net metering is also available for such customers.  Miss Arnold simply wishes to 15

provide more business opportunities for her client members of IDEA.16

Q51. Is IPL willing to accept Miss Arnold’s recommendation that IPL allow Rate REP 17

customers to choose to net meter a portion of their electrical production from the 18

facility?  IDEA Exhibit LAA-001, p. 10.19

A51. IPL does not understand why a customer would want this arrangement except to grossly 20

oversize systems they hope to sell. Miss Arnold presents no justification for her 21

recommendation. Further, the compensation available under Rate REP is far higher than 22
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the value of net metering.1

Q52. Is IPL willing to accept the revised prices recommended by Mr. Cotton?2

A52. No.  IPL will not agree to voluntarily offer these prices to facilities.  I disagree with Mr. 3

Cotton’s calculations and do not believe they result in reasonable rates.4

Q53. Do you agree with Mr. Cotton’s recommendations for a fair queuing system for 5

Rate REP projects?  IDEA Exhibit CEC-001, p. 13.6

A53. Yes.  The queuing system adopted by IPL largely works as Mr. Cotton has 7

recommended, except that IPL does not award capacity until a project has surpassed 8

certain milestones.  This ensures that parties do not rush to submit applications that are 9

incomplete or whose feasibility has not been fully vetted simply to gain an earlier spot in 10

the queue.11

Q54. Do you agree with Mr. Cotton that IPL earns a profit by retaining renewable energy 12

credits?13

A54. No.  Any revenues from REC sales are shared with customers to off-set the cost of 14

purchasing energy under Rate REP agreements.15

Q55. Do you agree with Mr. Cotton that value of the REC should be included in the price 16

paid under Rate REP?17

A55. No.  The prices paid under Rate REP are not composed of components such as avoided 18

costs or REC values.  They were constructed to answer the question of what needs to be 19

true to provide a reasonable return for certain technologies.  Customers are free to 20

interconnect their projects under a net metering scheme or to accept IPL’s compensation 21

under Rate CGS for the purchase of their excess power and retain, retire or sell the RECs 22
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generated by their projects.  IPL has one customer who has chosen to do this with their 1

100 kW (nominal) PV system.  No customer is forced to take Rate REP.2

Q56. On page 4 of Mr. Cotton’s testimony, he defines FITs as a market-based contract. 3

Do you agree?4

A56. No.  FITs exist to provide a subsidy to achieve a policy goal that the markets do not 5

otherwise support. It is interference in free markets. Similar to Miss Arnold, Mr. Cotton 6

then describes his utopian vision of successful FITs that would preferably spread some of 7

the wealth in the direction of his constituents.  He recommends that Rate REP be 8

restructured to meet his needs and vision which is not necessarily consistent with the 9

desires of IPL Customers whose retail rates ultimate reflect the subsidies. 10

Q57. Can you comment on Mr. Cotton’s concerns about pricing as it relates to his 11

economic analyses?  IDEA Exhibit CEC-001, pp. 9-10.12

A57. Yes. Mr. Cotton’s discussion demonstrates his misunderstanding of the use a net present 13

value (“NPV”) calculation is used for in business.  For example, he takes the position that 14

if a particular NPV analysis is negative, then it is “bad” and if positive, is “good.”  Those 15

that work with this type of analysis know that this yes/no answer is not necessarily the 16

end result but is useful in determining the impact of underlying assumptions and the 17

range value of variables.  Mr. Cotton also is concerned about simple payback.  For some 18

analyses, it may be a useful screening tool to quickly assess risk or hurdle rates of return.  19

Mr. Cotton seems to think simple payback should be used to set prices. This is 20

completely inappropriate because it is simply a quick and dirty tool for screening projects 21

by examining short-term effects and ignores the long-term value of projects with long 22
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lives.  A simple payback of the term of Rate REP, for example, ignores the useful life of 1

projects, which exceed the ten year term of the contract.  2

Q58. On page 9 of his testimony, Mr. Leischow states that IPL’s proposed changes to IPL 3

will “send a “chilling effect” to all developer.” Has that been your experience?4

A58. No. There is a great deal of interest in development of renewable projects although there 5

is a constant refrain that the maximum term needs to be a 15 year contract term to make 6

the economics work. 7

Q59. On that same page, Mr. Leischow states that the five projects SEV proposed have an 8

estimated value of over $400 million and annual operating expenses of $20 million. 9

Are these numbers reasonable?10

A59. No.  The five SEV projects were for 10 MW each.  That equates to $8/ Watt of capacity.  11

Current costs of projects this size are half that amount.  When queried about the basis of 12

the $20 million annual operating costs, SEV refused to answer other than that level was 13

based on “industry standards.”  They did, however reduce their estimate to $5-6 million 14

dollars because of a mathematical error.  SEV would not divulge the source of these 15

“industry standards”.  Petitioner’s Exhibit JEH-R12.16

EDP’s Proposed Revisions to Rate REP17

Q60. Mr. Park outlines a number of recommendations for changes to Rate REP and the 18

interconnection process.  Do you agree with his proposed changes?19

A60. No. Mr. Park describes a number of issues associated with large wind development in the 20

IPL service territory and specifically the desire to avoid any connection to a host IPL 21

Customer. The recommendations essentially carve out a niche for EDP. In that EDP is 22
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not an IPL Customer and expressly wishes to avoid associating with an IPL Customer, 1

IPL sees no reason or obligation to make changes that would benefit primarily EDP.  IPL 2

has contracted for over 300 MW of utility-scale wind power at prices far lower than that 3

provided by Rate REP.  As stated repeatedly before, Rate REP is intended to enable 4

Customers to participate in renewable energy. Additional acquisition of wholesale wind 5

power purchase contracts would be much more cost effective through the competitive 6

RFP process to give Customers the best value.7

Ecos’ Proposed Modifications to Rate REP8

Q61. Mr. Melone states that IPL can fix the problem of non-Customer developers taking 9

all of the available capacity by simply changing its net metering rider to pay 10

customers higher rates than current retail rates for their net production.  Verified 11

Direct Testimony of Thomas Melone, p. 4.  Why didn’t IPL pursue this alternative?12

A61. Mr. Melone’s perception of net metering is different than that employed in Indiana. If I 13

understand his premise correctly, he would have IPL pay IPL customers for any excess 14

power generated at some higher rate than their retail rate (instead of netting excess kWh 15

production to the next month). IPL customers would, in effect, receive compensation that 16

is a blend of the value of their load offset by their renewable energy project at IPL retail 17

rates (approximately 4 – 9 cents/kWh) and the excess priced presumably much higher. 18

This is significantly less compensation than the compensation Mr. Melone wishes to 19

reserve for himself and his fellow developers. In addition, this substantial increase in 20

purchases will have unacceptable rate impacts as discussed in Cause 43623 and in the 21

testimony of OUCC Witness Baatz.22
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Response to Complaints1
About IPL’s Actions2

Q62. Mr. Leischow states that he believes the date of SEV’s applications for 3

interconnection should be November 16, 2010.  Do you agree?4

A62. No.  It is true that SEV submitted applications for interconnection on that date. However, 5

those applications were rejected. As noted by Mr. Leischow, IPL met with SEV to 6

discuss interconnection and one of the topics that SEV raised was the acceptability of 7

1,000 V DC systems.  IPL informed SEV that 1,000 V DC systems, while somewhat 8

common in Europe because of less material costs, were not acceptable pursuant to the 9

Indiana Administrative Code because they do not meet the Underwriters Laboratories 10

requirements specified therein. Petitioner’s Exhibit JEH-R13.  Despite this, SEV 11

submitted their applications with the 1,000 V DC systems included.  IPL rejected the 12

applications as warned and SEV reapplied with acceptable 600 V DC systems in 13

December, as recorded. Their checks were not deposited. 14

Q63. Mr. Melone states that IPL is repudiating and attempting to disavow on a 15

retroactive basis, Rate REP. Direct Testimony of Thomas Melone, p. 2.  Is this true?16

A63. No.  Mr. Melone’s statement implies IPL is refusing to perform the duty or obligation 17

owed to the other party.  In the case of Ecos (formerly Outland), it has not passed the 18

threshold of submitting a sufficiently complete application for interconnection.  There is 19

no interconnection agreement or Rate REP agreement in place.  Furthermore, Ecos does 20

not meet the definition of a “Customer.”  This is a basic eligibility requirement to 21

participate in Rate REP.  IPL has not repudiated or disavowed Rate REP in regards to 22

Ecos, the other non-customer applicants for interconnection or customers.  While IPL has 23
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proposed changes, there is nothing retroactive about its actions.1

Q64. Mr. Melone states that “…Ecos proceeded in good faith to develop projects.” 2

Verified Direct Testimony of Thomas Melone, p. 3.  Is this accurate.3

A64. In part.  Ecos ceased working on development of projects in September, 2010 as 4

evidenced by the email I received from Tim Young on September 24, 2010.  Petitioner’s 5

Exhibit JEH-R6.  Nothing more was heard from them until after the tax law changes in 6

December, 2010.  Mr. Melone gives the impression the rug was pulled out from under 7

them after working on projects since May, 2010 when, in fact, Ecos itself concluded its 8

projects were not viable until December, 2010 when the tax laws changed.9

Q65. Mr. Melone introduces a long, legal analysis of the interaction of Rate REP and10

FERC.  Direct Testimony of Thomas Melone, p. 5.  Do you have any comments?11

A65. I am not an attorney so IPL has submitted a hearing brief to address many of these 12

assertions.  However, I do have some comments on mischaracterizations set forth in his 13

analysis. On page 6 of his testimony, Mr. Melone states that, “The Rate REP did set the 14

rates.  That is exactly the purpose of the approval received from the IURC.  Indeed, that 15

is exactly the purpose of a feed-in tariff. By definition, a tariff is not a feed-in tariff 16

without the rates being fixed.” Here we see the familiar logic string that if Rate REP is to 17

be characterized as a FIT, it must meet certain definitions and have certain characteristics 18

that go beyond what is contained in Rate REP. Mr. Melone, however, focuses on the 19

setting of rates and conveniently leaves out quoting the entire paragraph preceding the 20

sentence he quoted from the Rate REP tariff:21

The rate the Company will pay each Customer for energy and capacity 22
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Purchased from their Facility will be established in advance by written 1
contract with the Company as filed and approved by the Commission and 2
will be based on the RATE REP PURCHASE RATES. The RATE REP 3
PURCHASE RATES MAY BE ADJUSTED BY THE Company as 4
circumstances warrant through the IURC’s 30-day administrative filing 5
process. 6

Further, the Rate REP tariff continues:7

The Company and the Customer may agree to increase or decrease the rate 8
in recognition of the following factors:9

* * *10

(4)  The impact of tax credits, grants and other financial incentives that 11
when combined with the rate would produce excessive credits for the 12
Facility.’13

First, it is clear that IPL can change prices by the Commission’s 30-day administrative 14

filing process AND may decrease the rate in recognition of the factor noted above that is 15

applicable in this instance. Second, since Ecos and others do not meet the definition of 16

Customer, they do not qualify for Rate REP. Mr. Melone has the cart before the horse. 17

Ecos has no rights to Rate REP and even if they did, IPL would likely address the rate 18

issue to preclude excessive profits accruing to Ecos at the expense of IPL customers.19

In trying to circumvent PURPA issues involved with predicating obligations of utilities to 20

purchase wholesale at avoided costs, Mr. Melone constructs rationalizations that there 21

must be a summation of avoided power costs and avoided environmental costs or REC 22

values that equal the Rate REP rates. No such analysis was used to support Rate REP. 23

Loss of Tax Benefits24

Q66. Does IPL believe that its refusal to accept stand-alone developers will be the sole 25

reason developers may not qualify for the tax benefits described in Ms. Gruca’s 26
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testimony?1

A66. No.  IPL believes other factors may have led to delays beyond the end of the year.  For 2

example, IPL and SEVs did discuss the standard Rate REP contract, but SEV indicated 3

that the proposed contract was not financeable.  Petitioner’s Exhibit JEH-R7.  IPL has 4

also found that interconnecting these customers is time consuming because they are often 5

proposing to use nonstandard equipment and have difficulty designing and specifying 6

equipment that meets the technical specifications required. Finally, in the case of EDP it 7

appears that they have not even completed the analysis necessary to determine that wind 8

in the area will support their investment.  9

Rate REP Purchases Satisfy DSM Energy Savings Targets10

Q67. Why is IPL proposing to count energy purchased under Rate REP as energy 11

savings?12

A67. The Commission’s December 9, 2009 Order in Cause No. 42693 (the “Generic DSM 13

Order”) set-forth a non-exhaustive list of potential programs to meet its energy savings 14

goals.  Among the listed programs are “incentives for customer-sited renewable energy 15

technologies which reduce electric use.”  Generic DSM Order, p. 32.  Rate REP provides 16

an incentive in the form of guaranteed energy purchased at prices intended to provide a 17

reasonable return on investment in renewable energy projects.  The energy produced by 18

these facilities also reduces electric energy that otherwise would be supplied by IPL’s 19

traditional generating resources.  Therefore, it is consistent with the Generic DSM Order 20

to count energy purchased under Rate REP by customer-sited renewable energy 21

technologies.  IPL also believes that counting this energy towards the energy savings 22

targets is in the best interest of its customers.  The cost of achieving the DSM energy 23
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savings is expected to be paid by ratepayers through Rider No. 22.  Counting the energy 1

purchased under Rate REP will offset the need for investing in additional DSM.2

Q68. Mr. Snyder states that output from projects using Rate REP should not be counted 3

towards IPL DSM goals because they are supply-side resources and do not fit the 4

statutory definition of DSM.  Do you agree?5

A68. No.  Although I would agree that production from Rate REP does not fit perfectly in the 6

definition, the Generic DSM Order expressly singled out Customer-sited renewable 7

projects as a means to help reach the goals.  Given the costs involved with adhering to the 8

energy savings targets, IPL is looking for all activity that can count towards satisfaction.  9

Counting energy purchased under Rate REP towards the goals will help keep down the 10

cost of compliance with the Generic DSM Order. 11

Conclusion12

Q69. If the Commission is unwilling to modify Rate REP to ensure it is limited to IPL’s 13

customers, what relief does IPL request?14

A69. IPL will implement Rate REP in accordance with the Commission’s direction, but IPL 15

would not intend to propose to extend Rate REP beyond its original pilot period.16

Q70. Does this conclude your prepared rebuttal testimony?17

A70. Yes, at this time.18
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STATE OF INDIANA

INDIANA UTILITY REGULATORY COMMISSION

VERIFIED PETITION OF INDIANAPOLIS )
POWER & LIGHT COMPANY REQUESTING )
THE INDIANA UTILITY REGULAROY )
COMMISSION TO ISSUE AN ORDER )
PURSUANT TO INDIANA CODE § 8-1-2-72 )
REVISING RATE REP TO (1) REDEFINE )
THE TERM QUALIFYING RENEWABLE )
ENERGY POWER PRODUCTION FACIL- )
ITY; (2) ELIMINATE LANGUAGE IN RATE )
REP SUGGESTING IT INCLUDES COM- ) CAUSE NO. 44018
MISSION APPROVED WHOLESALE POWER)
RATE; (3) EXTEND THE MAXIMUM TERM )
OF RATE REP AGREEMENTS FROM TEN )
TO FIFTEEN YEARS; (4) INCORPORATE )
LANGUAGE REQUIRING PARTICIPANTS )
TO HAVE NECESSARY AUTHORITY TO )
MAKE WHOLESALE POWER SALES AND )
(5) CLARIFY RATE REP ENERGY PUR- )
CHASES CONSTITUTE ENERGY SAVINGS. )

THE INDIANA DISTRIBUTED ENERGY ADVOCATES SUPPLEMENTAL
RESPONSES TO THE PETITIONER’S FIRST SET OF DATA REQUESTS

Comes now the Indiana Distributed Energy Advocated (“IDEA”), by its attorney,

Timothy E. Peterson, to supplement its responses to the Petitioner’s First Set of Data Requests

submitted to the IDEA on Thursday, July 28th as follows:

GENERAL OBJECTIONS

1. IDEA objects to IPL’s first set of data requests on the basis that the requests seek

the discovery of documents which are not material or relevant to the subject matter of this

proceeding and which are not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of relevant or

admissible evidence.
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responses to the petitioner’s data requests.

Without waiving these objections, in a good faith effort to respond to the petitioner’s discovery

requests, IDEA sets forth the following in response:

Request 1-3: How many full-time and part-time employees does Sunrise Energy
Ventures (“SEV”) have at this time? Please separately identify the full-time and part-time
employees.

Response 1-3 Objection. This request is overly burdensome and not calculated to lead to
any relevant admissible evidence. As a good faith effort to respond to this request, the
SEV web site contains much of the information sought by this discovery request. SEV
also is providing documentation of its operations in the following response and exhibit:

SEV has five principal employees. Most of SEV’s work is performed by various
contractors and subcontractors whose employees are largely unknown to SEV and
impossible to determine. In regards to the projects that SEV is proposing for Indianapolis,
SEV has organized a group of contractors and consulting partners described in the
following exhibit:

IDEA Exhibit DCL-009 Contractor and Consulting Partners

Request 1-9 Please reference Exhibit DLC-1, p. 9, lines 20-21. Mr. Leischow estimates
the value of the five projects SEV planned to install is greater than $400,000,000. For each of
the five projects, please provide the following information:

a. The estimated value of all PV equipment SEV plans to install.

b. All documents that support the estimated value of the PV equipment SEV plans to install.

c. The estimated value of any non-PV equipment SEV plans to install.

d. All documents that support the estimated value of the PV equipment SEV plans to install.

e. Identify any other valuation considered in the $400,000,0000 estimate not included in the
information provided in response to a and c.
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Contractor	and	Consulting	Partners	 

Sunrise Energy Ventures (“SEV”), headquartered in Wayzata, Minnesota, develops, owns, operates, monitors and 

maintains commercial- to industrial-scale solar photovoltaic (“PV”) systems.  The corporate objective of SEV is to build, 

own and operate a series of small to medium generation (1 - 10 MegaWatt) solar arrays in concentrated geographic 

areas across the U.S.  Pursuant to this goal, SEV, working in its capacity as the developer, designs a high caliber team to 

take on responsibilities, hedge risk, and create an environment for a successful project and operation.  SEV has 5 full 

time employees/owners/independent representatives.   

 

In the case of Indiana, SEV has developed strategic partnerships with top organizations possessing an extensive level of 

experience in the renewable energy business and the available resources to guarantee the quality of their work 

throughout their project engagements.  Both Ryan and Hunt provide teams of experienced senior management that 

takes an active role throughout each project to ensure success and satisfaction for all parties involved.   

Ryan Construction Companies 
Ryan Companies US Inc., a nationally recognized builder, designer and real estate manager, has specialized in fully 

integrated solutions for more than 70 years. Ryan builds lasting relationships with a project delivery model based on full-

service customized solutions and total collaboration – pairing the customer’s needs and expectations. Ryan services 

include permitting and regulatory approvals, technology selection, design, construction, and operation/maintenance. In 

addition to its Minneapolis office, Ryan has offices in Chicago, Phoenix, San Diego, Tampa, Fla., and Cedar Rapids, 

Davenport and Des Moines, Iowa.  

 

Ryan and Hunt Electric Corporation have come together to provide customers with effective, single-source solar power 

solutions for projects like the newly completed Minneapolis Convention Center. 

Hunt Electric Corporation  
Hunt Electric Corporation is a highly credited and nationally renowned partner for construction, installation and ongoing 

maintenance purposes. Since 1965, Hunt has installed commercial, industrial and institutional projects.  Hunt has annual 

revenues in excess of $240 million and has built facilities in more than 30 U.S. states, with additional projects abroad.  In 

2008 alone, Hunt completed 327 projects and maintains an aggregate bonding limit with CAN Surety of $100 million.  

Recent solar projects in which Hunt has been instrumental include St. John’s University, Mayo Clinic and Oppenheimer 

Funds.  Hunt maintains a staff of LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) certified engineers and they 

have an extensive list of LEED certified projects for which they have contributed both design and implementation 

expertise. 

BEW Engineering 
BEW is an internationally recognized multi-discipline team of engineers, designers, and technicians providing 

engineering consulting services and performing research and development in electrical power systems for emerging 

energy resources. Founded by electric utility and renewable energy veterans Michael Behnke, Bill Erdman, and Chuck 

Whitaker, the firm specializes in distributed generation, renewable energy systems, power electronics and power system 

planning. BEW's projects range from distributed energy resources connected at the distribution level to bulk power 

generation interconnected at transmission voltages. 
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BEW's PV Services align with the dawning of the large, utility-scale market and the expansion in commercial rooftop and 

ground-mount system installation. BEW has provided third-party independent engineering for hundreds of PV systems 

installations on behalf of numerous financiers, projects developers and system integrators. BEW Engineering has 

become the premier source for PV system independent engineering consulting services. 

Reznick Group 
Reznick Group is ranked among the top 20 accounting firms in the United States, providing accounting, tax and business 

advisory services to clients nationwide. Well-known for their depth of knowledge in the affordable housing and 

commercial real estate industries, Reznick Group continues to expand their focus. Today, Reznick Group provide a range 

of services to a variety of industries that include construction, government, long-term care, financial services, 

manufacturing and distribution, nonprofits, renewable energy and technology. 

 

Reznick Group provides a high level of industry experience in helping gauge business trends and seize upon new 

opportunities while managing risk. Reznick Groups commitment to industry knowledge and experience has enhanced 

successful ventures for more than three decades. 
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Spain's Cuts to Solar Aid Draw Fire
ECONOMY DECEMBER 23, 2010

Finance & Accounting Jobs

View Full Image

By GUY CHAZAN

A group of international investors has called on the Spanish government to reconsider plans to cut costly subsidies for
solar power, saying they would cause a wave of defaults and more bad loans for Europe's banks.

Tom Murley, head of the renewable-energy team at U.K. private-equity
firm HgCapital, said the changes represented a "breach of trust" that
would increase regulatory uncertainty in the Spanish renewables
industry.

"If they proceed on this path, they'll endanger not only our investment,
but the whole sector," said Mr. Murley, who represents a group of 20
pension-fund managers and strategic investors in the Spanish solar-
photovoltaic, or PV, industry.

The Spanish government is expected to adopt a proposal in the next
few days that will cut solar-PV subsidies by as much as 30%—including
for existing power plants, according to industry officials.

A government spokesman couldn't be reached to comment.

Spain is one of aA number of cash-strapped European countries that have been forced to review their generous system
of subsidies for renewable energy, in order to lower electricity bills for consumers struggling under austerity measures
and public spending cuts.

Like Germany, Spain has long had feed-in tariffs, which guarantee prices for low-carbon electricity and so assure
renewables companies a higher return than they could expect from the free market. They were seen as crucial if
European countries were to meet tough targets for cutting greenhouse-gas emissions.

In Spain, solar-PV plants connected to the grid by September 2008 receive a feed-in tariff of €450 ($589) per megawatt
hour of electricity for 25 years—roughly 10 times the price utilities pay for power produced from conventional sources
such as gas and coal.

Small investors poured in to take advantage of the incentives, building huge installations of photovoltaic panels across
Spain. The country now has 3,200 megawatts of solar capacity, more than six times what the government expected to
have by the end of 2010. Last year alone it handed out €2.6 billion in subsidies for solar power.

Agence France-Presse/Getty Images

A man cleans snow from solar panels in central Spain
earlier this year.
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Since the financial crisis and ensuing recession hit in 2008, Spain has been seeking to reduce the cost of the handouts.
In July it reached agreement with the renewables industry to cut the feed-in tariff for wind and solar-thermal projects—
but only for new projects.

However, Spain took a different tack with solar photovoltaics. The cut it is planning for this sector will affect feed-in
tariffs for existing power plants as well as new ones.

Investors say the cut is retroactive—a claim the government denies. Under the current regime, solar-power generators
are entitled to be paid the feed-in tariff for all the electricity they produce. The government is proposing placing a cap
on the number of subsidized hours of generation that solar plants can sell to the grid.

Mr. Murley said some €20 billion has been invested in the solar-PV plants in Spain, with at least€8 billion of that
coming from international investors such as banks and pension funds, and the rest from Spanish banks and private
investors.

He said the tariff changes could force many solar producers into default on their debts, which would mean big write-
downs for Spanish banks already saddled with bad loans in the real-estate sector.

—Juan Montes contributed to this article.

Write to Guy Chazan at guy.chazan@wsj.com

Copyright 2011 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved
This copy is for your personal, non-commercial use only. Distribution and use of this material are governed by our Subscriber Agreement and by copyright

law. For non-personal use or to order multiple copies, please contact Dow Jones Reprints at 1-800-843-0008 or visit
www.djreprints.com
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German Solar Feed in Tariff additional cut in mid 2011 almost certain unlike
2010 Drama
15 Dec, 2010 || by Abhishek Shah
Germany, Solar Energy

Germany is almost certain to cut the solar feed in tariff in 2011 on top of the regular 13% decrease.Note Germany is the largest
solar market in the world by far and installed an astounding 8 GW of solar panels in 2010.With almost 18 GW of total solar
installations,the German solar energy capacity is almost half of the world’s capacity despite bad conditions for solar
energy.Germany had set a target of around 4-5 GW of solar energy this year in the upper case and this has been vastly exceeded
as solar module price cuts have made it attractive to install solar panels.

Now the Opposition coalition has agreed in principle to change the feed in tariff law for solar energy.Note Feed in Tariffs are a
mechanism by which electricity generated from renewable energy sources are given higher tariffs.2010 was a tumultous year for
German Solar Industry as policymakers negotiated almost for the whole year before cutting feed in tariffs by an additional 10-
16% on top of the regular 10%.This means that in 1 year solar feed in tariffs in Germany will decrease by almost 35% and still
more cuts are needed.

Here is how the 2010 feed in tariff story for Germany unfolded seeing numerous twists and turns with strong industry
protests and a number of changes.

Germany solar FIT reduction seems final after 6 months of speculation

German Solar Feed in Tariff Story gets another Twist as Upper House refuses to pass the Law

German Solar FIT Reduction Compromise proposed between Bundesrat and Bundestag

Germany’s 2010 one off Solar Feed in Tariff Cuts finally pass after 9 months of Negotiations

German opposition backs new cuts for solar power aid

Germany’s main centre-left opposition parties have backed calls to make further cuts in support for new solar power
installations, which may help the government to bring forward reductions in aid.Both the environmentalist Greens
and Social Democrats (SPD), who enacted legislation under ex-chancellor Gerhard Schroeder that created the basis
for a boom in solar investment, said they were open to paring back assistance the industry receives.

“In view of recent developments, a measured reduction in allowances for photovoltaics is definitely possible,” said
Baerbel Hohn, deputy head of the Greens in parliament.The SPD is also open to the option of cutting back support,
according to internal papers seen by Reuters on Tuesday.Germany’s Environment Ministry welcomed the news.
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German tariff cuts to spark solar sector bloodbath
Fri, Jan 15 2010

By Christoph Steitz and Leonora Walet - Analysis

FRANKFURT/HONG KONG (Reuters) - A potential deep cut in feed-in tariffs in Germany
will hit solar companies around the world and increases pressure on large players to
reduce exposure to the world's largest photovoltaic market.

Analysts say that lower prices could result in a shakeout in the industry that drives higher
cost players out of business and dissuades new entrants.

Shares in solar firms plummeted after a Reuters report that the German government
plans to chop feed-in tariffs -- prices utilities pay generators of renewable energy -- as
early as April, much more deeply and sooner than the market expected.

Analysts agree that the plans, which envisage a one-off cut of 16-17 percent on top of
the 10 percent already set out in the German Renewable Act, will deal a major blow to
the sector, which the German government thinks is overly subsidized now.
Most of the industry's leaders -- such as Yingli and Suntech from China, Q-Cells and SMA Solar from Germany and U.S. groups First Solar
and SunPower -- have big sales exposure to Germany.

"This is negative for the whole sector as the mentioned cuts are not only higher than the 10 percent expected, but in particular would also
be implemented one quarter earlier," UniCredit analyst Michael Tappeiner wrote to clients.

"In addition, the subsidy cuts would initially reduce investment returns in the ground-mounted solar park segment to unattractive levels," he
added.

The solar industry depends on generous feed-in tariffs as long as grid parity -- the point at which energy from solar modules costs the same
as that won from fossil fuels -- has not been reached.

Large utilities must pay producers of solar power the feed-in tariffs, which have gradually fallen from 57 euro cents per kw in 2004 to 39
cents this year. The utilities then pass the higher costs to consumers.

"The biggest sufferers in our universe would be Q-Cells, Solon, SolarWorld, and SMA Solar," said DZ Bank analyst Sven Kuerten.

Germany's biggest solar companies are highly dependent on the domestic market. Q-Cells made 56 percent of its sales in the first nine
months of 2009 in Germany, SolarWorld 67 percent and SMA Solar more than 70 percent.

Analysts said foreigners would suffer too.
"With a possibly disproportionate decline in demand ... we cannot exclude effects on Chinese companies as well," LBBW analysts said,
calling the report "devastating news."
NO WAY AROUND GERMANY

Germany accounts for about half of global panel sales at China's Yingli and more than half at Suntech. U.S.-based First Solar, which is set
to become the world's biggest maker of solar cells and has a manufacturing site in Germany, made 60 percent to 70 percent of its sales
here last year.

"For the big players, there is no real way around Germany, to be honest," said SES Research analyst Karsten von Blumenthal.

"Sure, companies try to enter markets such as France, Italy, Spain and the Czech Republic. But we're talking about markets that are way
smaller than Germany," he added.

European solar industry association EPIA expects that combined installation volume in those four countries will total up to 1.96 gigawatts in
2010, or 18 percent of estimated global 2010 output, compared with 2.8 gigawatts for Germany.

Blumenthal said it was doubtful whether other European countries could offset a large market slump in Germany.
Europe excluding Germany accounted for 32 percent of Q-Cells sales in the first nine months of 2009. The respective share for SolarWorld,
whose chief executive, Frank Asbeck, described the planned cuts as unacceptable, was 19 percent.
"The problem for some of the German producers such as the country's No.1 SolarWorld as well as Q-Cells is that they are quite pricey and
have high fixed costs," said an analyst who declined to be named.
Pricing could be decisive when it comes to snapping up orders in Germany, even though the overall market is likely to decline if a significant
cut in tariffs materializes.
"The flip side to that is for the Chinese such a large cut means they'll have significant advantage in terms of pricing," said CLSA analyst
Charles Yonts.
Chinese manufacturers produce at much lower prices than German peers and analysts have pointed out that they have less difficulty in
securing credit lines from domestic banks.
Any significant one-off cuts, however, would have a positive effect in the short term as customers rush orders to benefit from tariffs before
they fall even more.

"The steeper the digression, the more front-half loaded the year's installations will be as people take advantage of the higher feed-in tariff,"
said John Hardy, analyst at Broadpoint AmTech.

(Additional reporting by Erik Kirschbaum in Berlin, Victoria Bryan in London, Laura Isensee in Los Angeles and Matt Daily in New York;
Editing by Sitaraman Shankar)
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STATE OF INDIANA

INDIANA UTILITY REGULATORY COMMISSION

VERIFIED PETITION OF INDIANAPOLIS )
POWER & LIGHT COMPANY REQUESTING )
THE INDIANA UTILITY REGULAROY )
COMMISSION TO ISSUE AN ORDER )
PURSUANT TO INDIANA CODE § 8-1-2-72 )
REVISING RATE REP TO (1) REDEFINE )
THE TERM QUALIFYING RENEWABLE )
ENERGY POWER PRODUCTION FACIL- )
ITY; (2) ELIMINATE LANGUAGE IN RATE )
REP SUGGESTING IT INCLUDES COM- ) CAUSE NO. 44018
MISSION APPROVED WHOLESALE POWER)
RATE; (3) EXTEND THE MAXIMUM TERM )
OF RATE REP AGREEMENTS FROM TEN )
TO FIFTEEN YEARS; (4) INCORPORATE )
LANGUAGE REQUIRING PARTICIPANTS )
TO HAVE NECESSARY AUTHORITY TO )
MAKE WHOLESALE POWER SALES AND )
(5) CLARIFY RATE REP ENERGY PUR- )
CHASES CONSTITUTE ENERGY SAVINGS. )

THE INDIANA DISTRIBUTED ENERGY ADVOCATES RESPONSES TO THE

IDEA on Thursday, July 28th as follows:

GENERAL OBJECTIONS

1.

the discovery of documents which are not material or relevant to the subject matter of this

proceeding and which are not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of relevant or

admissible evidence.
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2.

information that is outside the scope of these proceedings, and as such, the requests seek information not

reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of relevant or admissible evidence.

3.

confidential or privileged information that is either not relevant to the subject matter of these proceedings,

or is not admissible evidence.

4.

information that is not discoverable nor admissible due to the existence of attorney-client and attorney

work product privileges or other privileges, and would require the violation of privileged and confidential

communications that occurred in the context of an attorney-client relationship, and during the conduct or

preparation for litigation..

5.

is confidential, privileged, proprietary, and/or protected as trade secrets of the IDEA or its members and

witnesses.

6. irst set of data requests on the basis that the request are unduly

burdensome, require that the IDEA and its witnesses conduct and compile an independent study, or

studies that do not currently exist, and seek to impose an undue burden or unreasonable expense upon the

IDEA and its witnesses, and therefore are outside the scope of permissible discovery.

7.

subparts and the instructions that require the identification of persons involved in the compilation of these

responses employed at numerous locations and by a variety of entities, the disclosure of which would be

unduly burdensome, time-consuming, and not lead to the discovery of any relevant or admissible

evidence, and is not required by the nature of these proceedings, the Indiana Trial Rules, nor the rules of

the Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission. Such disclosure also would not lead to clear and concise



Without waivin

requests, IDEA sets forth the following in response:

Request 1-1 Please reference Exhibit DLC-1, p. 2, lines 7-23 through p. 3 lines 1-3. Please
indicate the approximate dates when Mr. Leischow was affiliated with the identified
businesses.

Response

Honeywell: 1986 - 1995
Siemens: 1996 1997

2008
SEI: 2009 from April - November

Request 1-2 Please reference Exhibit DLC-1, p. 6, lines 6-11. Mr. Leischow asserts th
made verbal commitments relating to the method in which IPL and Sunrise Energy Ventures

with site alternatives and IPL would help to narrow down and opti
respect to this statement, please:

a. Identify who at IPL made the alleged verbal commitments.

b. Identify the SEV representative to whom these verbal commitments were
allegedly made.

c. Explain what role Mr. Leischow envision
selection.

d. Identify any instances with respect to the other 35 SEV PV installations
where a utility helped SEV to optimize selection consistent with the
description of that term in the response to Request 1-2c.

Response:

a c) Primarily John Haselden.

My first meeting with Mr. Haselden was constructive and positive. I left the meeting feeling
like we would have a strong working relationship. As an organization, we have been open



information requested constitutes trade secrets and proprietary information of SEV and is
therefore not subject to being discovered or disclosed pursuant to any non-disclosure
agreement.

If IPL were to honor their commitments to us and to their community, we would have 50
MW AC of capacity underway for construction right now. 50 MW AC is roughly 62.5 MW
DC. If one were to do the math they would find that price to be $6.40 / watt at a full
capitalized value.
for these types of tracking systems.

Request 1-10 Please reference Exhibit DLC-1, p. 9, lines 20-21. Please describe Mr.

expenses for the projects SEV is proposing. Please identify the annual operating expenses
for each project separately. Provide any documents relied upon by Mr. Lesichow in making
this estimate.

Response

$20 million was a mathematical mistake. After site maintenance, cleaning, management, and
other ongoing expenses, the total annual expense for the 62.5 MW portfolio should be
approximately $5 - $6 million per year. This is based on industry standards.

Request 1-11 Please identify all grants, tax incentives or other benefits available from the
United States Government, for Federal tax purposes or from the State of Indiana SEV
anticipates claiming with regard to the 5-projects it has proposed for Indiana.

Response -9

Request 1-12 For each of the five projects SEV is proposing in Indiana, please indicate:

a. The entities that would be expected to own the projects or the structure of
the entity that would be established to own the facilities.

b. The estimated equity investment of the owners of the projects.

c. The entity or entities that would be expected to operate and maintain the
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